
Idea 1- Instead of going for a cold turkey approach to meat reduction, we need to reduce the

amount of meat in a person’s diet. This could be done by encouraging a switch from beef to

fish/chicken (which has both health and environmental benefits), or going for an imperfect

veggie diet approach.

Making non-

meat foods

cheaper to

buy

Free samples of

meat

replacement

foods 

Highlighting

the health

benefits of

going meat

free

Highlighting

how vegan

foods are

lower in

calories

Having the calories

for meat and non-

meat products on

the packaging, and

showing the health

benefits

    

Having a QR code

on the packaging

which links to

videos to educate

herself and

others 

Buying vegan food

and collecting the

packaging will lead

to discount on the

next food shop 

nicotine

patches type

of product to

reduce meat

cravings

make meat

less

prominent

online and in

store

more M&S

salad pots

Discount on

weekly shop

if it contains

no meat

Meat tax

Nutribullet

cafes 

replicate meat

flavors in a

season - stock

cube / salt and

pepper that you

add to dishes 

better fresh

salad and pasta -

UK terrible

compared to

Europe

supermarkets 

Making it a bit of a

game (also for the

kid), choosing days

of the week to eat

meat and plant

based

Have vegan-

meat

takeaways to

their home

Being able to show the

family how much  they are

doing for the environment

by changing their diet

slightly. E.G.: 2 days

without meat eating = 20

kg of CO2 emissions

saved

Offer them a health

check once they

commit to the vegan

eating (for example a

blood test every

couple of months for

a year)

A recipe book

that gives

alternatives to all

the traditional

foods but vegan

"Adopt a cow/pig/

chicken" program and

organise a trip to teh

farm so the kid sees

the impact of the

family's plant based

diet

Getting guided or

paired up with a

family that was

went through this

transition and have

them paired up 

Present health

benefits in a

convincing way

using a channel

that's close to her

(most used channel

like app, videos)

Easy to make

recipes

covering taste

and health

benefits

Share an always

updated list of

vegan

restaurants/ food

stores

Allowing her to

calculate her intake

(eg. measuring

calories) along with

the impact on the

environment (Carbon/

Water foot print)

Building online/

offline

communities that

keeps her

engaged and

motivated to be a

Vegan

Show personal

benefits, i.e.

Health, money

saved,

environmental &

Social impact

Show her the

magic of

Indian spices!

(I am sure

she'll love it!)

Do a bad job,

it doesn't

need to be

perfect

Join a club

World foods,

lots of good

recipes that

are naturally

meat free

Bio

feedback

Reward

system

How do you

smell, veggies

smell better

than meaters

flavour is

down to the

sauce, meats

kind of bland

smart small,

meat free

day

reduce the

volume of meat

in each dish,

nibble away at

the problem

pumpkin

seeds

peanuts, high

protein that

will fill you up

between

meals

spend money

saved on

something

fun...puddings

avoid

Wagamamas

sticky ribs

road kill

guilt, lots of

cute images

of animals

you have

eaten

vegans are

more

attractive for

the opposite

sex

meat cause

male

baldness

Communities/groups/clubs

make veggie friends

buy a recipe

book

health

benefits-

digestion,

skin, weight

learn

comfort food

show that

veggies are

cheaper

than meat

Plant based for

yourself, rather

than animal/planet-

make it about

doing yourself a

favour

Slowly

moving

people away

from meat

ALternate

meat

Industry

to do

more

Recipes

Social

clubs /

validation

health

Benefits

Other

benefits

Agenda

1. Brief and Inform (10 minutes)

2. Ice Breaker (5 minutes)

3. Brain Dump (10 minutes)

4. Idea Show and Tell + Affinity Mapping (15 minutes)

5. Brain writing (20 minutes)

Ice Breaker (5 minutes)

The goal is to recite the alphabet one person at a time, in

no particular order. 

The catch is that if two (or more) people say the same

letter at the same time, you have to start over from "A". 

Braindump Session (10 minutes)

Each member empties there brain of initial ideas 

One idea per post-it note. 

Aim for as many ideas as possible

All ideas are free from judgment

Affinity Map of Ideas (10 minutes)

Present each idea back to the group and stick the post-it on the wall.

Categorise the above idea post-its into similar categories. The categories

will then will taken forward into the brain writing sheet.

Dot Voting (2 minutes)

Vote for your favourite 3 clusters from the affinity map.

Brain writing (20 minutes)

Spend 2 mins adding to the idea you have been given

Repeat cycle multiple times

Tackle duplicate ideas in a different way

Present the sheet you started with to the wider team

Idea 5- Providing recipes that keep the user energised and satisfied and not craving for meat.

Idea 4- Highlighting the health benefits of plant-based foods like improved skin, digestion,

etc. Can be provide bio feedback to track this improve, or sell the idea that vegans are more

attractive, or that these foods have lower calories and saturated fats?

Idea 2- Incentivising plant-based diets by applying a meat tax or rewarding a meat free

weekly shop.

Idea 3- Creating online/offline social networks or clubs where people can inspire and

motivate one another. Perhaps, this could be a smaller version of focus groups, like with

addiction patients.

Idea 6- Idea 7-

Harpreet- In order to encourage the

change in a persons diet from beef to fish/

chicken. These alternatives should be

made cheaper to purchase. and perhaps

offer deals such as "buy 2 and get 1 free"

offers on fish/chicken. This would

demonstrate the financial grains of not

buying beef.

James-Not sure cutting cost is the approach. Fish /chicken

generally cheaper than beef lamb... Cheap meat usually

entails intensive farming, not good for animal welfare. Lets

make an app, to show how much carbon is saved each time

you buy 8oz (for example) of chicken as opposed to 8oz of

Steak. Meat carbon tracker. We could have singing animals,

"thankyou for not eating me..."

Feedback. Forest not cleared, Land saved, Carbon reduced,

2 for 1's would lead to more waste. We should flip it on its

head. make meat more expensive. How about meat stories.

The biography of the cow you are eating.

Mahesh-

•�Through advertising, share the strong message that saving

nature saves the earth. Every animal has a life on Earth, and if you

don't save for the future generation, your grandchildren may have

to visit a museum to observe how animals look.

•�Use social media to advertise a vegan diet discount coupon.

•�Start promoting programmes like meatless lunch or dinner days

in a week (like in India, people follow some auspicious days to eat

plant-based food).

•�Vegan menus should not be isolated in restaurants; it should be

integrated with similar menus. To increase vegan footfall,

restaurants can give weekly offers on only vegan food.

Nerea -> Having an app or service that enables

you to discover people from your area who have

the same purpuse as you do. So you can bond

over it through events and activities. The

opposite also could be connecting witha

random family on the other end of teh world

who has teh similar profile to yours and connect

with them ver your diet and habits, partnering

and discovering benefits of the change together

as 2 families.

Harpreet >

1.�Having an app where users could

post recipes and where to buy cheap

and good products in your locate

area.

2. A message board to leave positive

messages to other users.

Mahesh- Organise a nutrition club for

a plant-based supplement provider,

focused on healthy eating and

exercise, as well as a complementary

plant-based supplement line

 

Nerea-

- A supermarket loyalty card that shows the

environmental impact of your grocery shops over

time.

- A chart that reflects tangible impact of your shop.

(EG.: Emisions of your shop = x car journeys / or

even… you have saved 30 chickens and 5 cows)

- Reward points in your next shop (maybe discounts) if

your chart shows that your impact has gone down.

Harpreet- having an app

which logs your purchases,

apply discounts / rewards,

send you notifications of the

positive impact of you

buying plant-based diets.

James- cross brand data scheme. as a user

you have a carbon card which can get

swiped every time you shop. The data from

the shop is tracked at checkout. All products

have additional carbon data built into the

product range. You can access the analytics,

with your carbon id, (on your carbon) card.

Like a smart meter.

Mahesh-  Register with a

supermarket or store to earn

discounts or prizes on every

plant-based purchase and

receive health improvement

tips through dietary habits.

Mahesh- Most celebrities and athletes became vegan on

doctor's advice in order to maintain a nutritious diet, look

attractive, live a long life, and perform well. Meat is heavy

in calories and saturated fats, both of which cause

inflammation in the body. When the body is inflamed,

collagen production decreases, resulting in dull skin.

Vegan diets are high in proteins and vitamins, making

them a nutritionally better diet for improving skin radiance,

thicker hair, and lowering the risk of heart disease, stroke,

diabetes, and certain mental problems.

Nerea-> Maybe through testimonies they can see the

benefits, testimonies of famous people they could relate

to. Perhaps even documenting their own journey, a

solution to keep track of how they feel, their cravings, their

mindset evolution, improvements.... Just when everything

is documented and you see it more "tangibly" their

evolution. Make it fun. Like videos of the family, short

videos of 10 secs submitted every day/week so they can

then have their "yearly movie" produced for them and they

can all watch it together as a family activity.

Harp >

1.�I think having a bio tracking and feedback for

users would be amazing. Having the app tell you

how much of a positive impact your edit is

having will encourage others to eat healthy.

2.�Have the app send notifications to users

about facts about the foods they have

purchased and the benefits to them.

User Persona

Support people in reducing

their meat in take?

Tackle people's addiction to

the taste of meat?

Nudge people to change

their behaviour towards

eating meat?

How might we....

Project plant based as a

health choice, free from the

negative connotation of

veganism?

Enthuse people into

embracing a plant based

lifestyle?

Showing

the impact

on the

planet

Idea 8-

Connecting

back to the

animal 

Alternative

sources of

meat

incentive

lab grown

going for

less beef,

more fish/

chciken

meat phylogenic

scale, the real

cost of

production, cow

costs, chicken

cheap

antiboics


